
Annual Letter 2014 

Dear friends, 

Again a chaotic year will end. 

The second in a row. 

By now most is procured and managed. 

Now we hope that finally there will be 

one or even several years been given, 

that will be more quiet. 



But let’s start from the beginning 

Sylvester I was at home alone on Naxos. Reinard had a cancer follow-up appointment at the Henry 
Dunant Hospital, Athens on January 2. 

As on 1st of January there was no ship, he had to take one on 31st of December. When he arrived 
shortly after midnight in the port of Piraeus he was - like all comers! - greeted with chapel and 
approach for the New Year. 

He stayed at the Hotel Delphini (we only can advise it to everybody) and then went for lunch with the 
subway to our friend. He was there for New Year's dinner until evening. 

The next day he went to the hospital. Everything was ok. and Reinard could go back to Naxos again. 

The "Winter" on Naxos 



In January our Greek lessons began. Once a week, one hour at home with us. We soon realized: This 
is no picnic. 

We had a varied and mild winters. We started heating with oil already in November, which is very 
expensive. The price was raised by government to that of diesel, thus fueling the car with fuel oil 
should be avoided. 

The landscape got more and more green, the hills yellow from clover. Other flowers came through 
gradually. Rain and sunny days alternated. We took some walks and rides, have made new friends 
and ate together with friends, sat and talked. 

My birthday we celebrated in Gorgonas in Agia Anna, one of the few restaurants that will remain 
open through the winter. 

A real Greek birthday party with music and dance, we experienced at the birthday of a friend from 
Berlin; there we got to know many new people. 

In addition, we also experienced our first carnival here on Naxos, a giant magic for many hours. 



Many of any church festivals we visited, even if it was raining. 

Spring Trip to Germany
 



In April Reinard had to return for follow-up investigation, this time as a precaution to Germany. So we 
went back with our »Senfle«, (the Renault Twingo) along the Adriatic coast to the north, again a 
beautiful sunny but also in parts adventurous ride. 

In Albania, we visited again Gjirorkaster, Sarande, Berat and Tirana and reached this way at last even 
Tepelene, an important and interesting old city north of Gjirokaster; Lord Byron was here ... 

The large breakdown 

Between Tepelene and Berat we had a flat tire; a small stone brought the tire to burst. A very friendly 
Albanian was quickly on the scene and helped us change a tire, because the spare tire was - flat too. 
The young man ran Reinard to the next gas station to pump up the tire and to install it then. A new 
replacement tires we could buy only in Tirana and it was again replaced by very friendly auto 
mechanics; on Sunday morning ... 

View from the fortress of Berat 

Tirana                                                     Senj 



And on we went then on meanwhile familiar roads to the north. We stayed at familiar places in 
familiar small hotels. In Senji in Croatia, we finally visited the castle in which the "Rote Zora" hid with 
her gang (This is a wonderful german book for teens). 

We drove to Munich, visited my brother and met there my grandson Simeon, who was with his aunt 
over easter. The zoo of Hellabrunn we experienced with him in the rain, which was not particularly 
comfortable. 

Stay in Germany 

Easter Sunday we landed in Hochdorf. We found Easter eggs at the door, moved the removals from La 
Palma to somewhere (they are still there in parts…), learned of many deaths in the neighborhood and 
Reinard made his appointment with the ENT specialist. And thus came our first low blow which 
changed all our plans: Reinard had three small white blisters on the tongue - renewed suspicion of 
cancer. 

An appointment for surgery in Kassel he got for the end of April. Until then, we were visiting friends 
and relatives, went eating with Sebastian and learned the latest from the family. New passports had to 
be applied (and paid!). 

Reinards school friend Chap celebrated his 70th birthday and we with him, Reinard being the only 
classmate. And the first ice cream in the »Cafe K« in Nussdorf after walking through the exhibition in 
the art exhibition tasted excellent. 

Very painful for us was the news of the death of a very good friend. We were able to give the last 
respects to him at the Prague cemetery in Stuttgart just before leaving to Kassel for operation. 



»Ab nach Kassel!« 

It was indeed cancer again, what was grown on the tongue. A portion of the tongue’s right side and 
the right tip of the tongue was removed and sutured in a very complex manner. After a week in the 
hospital Reinard was allowed to return home, which was the home of Reinards brother in Kassel as 
last year. 

The healing occurred without complications within two weeks, but Reinard’s psyche took him 
rollercoaster, which also took me down. Irradiation was now inevitable and had to be organized in a 
short time. Spring outside was small-sized for us… 

Reinards brother found out a method of irradiation: Brachytherapy could be completed with minimal 
side effects within a week, but needed another operation. But there was no choice. A conventional 
irradiation would have taken six weeks, all teeth and mucous membranes would have been 
irretrievably damaged. Brachytherapy in Erlangen promised a gentler treatment. 

We found old movies at rock bottom prices in the junk shelf at the mall, which distract us for a 
couple of nights. 

We were concerned about our friends in Ukraine, where the world politics is going crazy. The 
referendum in eastern Ukraine keeps us in suspense. 

We leaved Kassel in mid-May after the final examination of the tongue there. 

The weeks until the date we bridged in Hochdorf. As it was actually nice and warm for a few days in 
June, we went in the morning in the public pool at Eberdingen. We visited friends, went to eat ice 



cream - one of the few foods that Reinard made fun because of the damaged tongue. And there was 
again a class reunion for me in Bad Cannstatt. 

Nuremberg - Erlangen 

Before irradiation date at the end of June we visited Reinards son and grandson in Nuremberg. The 
little Messi Dominik is a sprightly fellow. He plays with everything, even with the iPad. 

And then the day came. 
  

The brachytherapy week 

Moving in at the radiation bunker was oppressive. The OP for inserting the six irradiation tubes in the 
tongue was done on Friday. The weekend in the local ENT clinic was very bad. Reinard had a 



miserable cough with heavy mucus. From Monday to Friday took place every hour for a few seconds, 
the irradiation of the tongue from inside the tubes, 24 hours of nearly no-sleep for 5 days was hard. 
The cough with mucus was horrible for him. Swallowing he had to learn what succeeded very 
quickly, so he had not to be fed artificially and could even leave the room between the irradiation 
minutes. 

Friday at noon the tubes were drawn and the tongue was free again. All in all a terrible ordeal that 
had to be digested first and everything had to cure again. 

In this week I was in Hochdorf and attended Janina's birthday in Reutlingen. 



Coming Home 
 
I took Reinard from Erlangen back to Hochdorf. There we made immediately travel plans, but the 

cough and mucus did 
not stop, so we drove 
on his birthday to St. 
Catherine's Hospital in 
S tu t t ga r t , whe re a 
strong pneumonia was 
diagnosed. 
  
Reinard had to stay 
there. But he was lucky, 
he got a single room 
and could leave the 
door and windows 
open because these 
were very hot days. I 
could stay a few days at 
R e i n a r d s a u n t i n 
Stuttgart and thus was 
not so alone. After all 
the weeks of radiation 
and his stay for 12 days 
in the hospital and the 
healed pneumonia we 

still had some more weeks to wait  for the follow-up examination of brachytherapy. Since the visits of 
my elder grandsons fitted well. 
                                         

Travel to Lithuania 

After the last examination it worked out finally: We traveled despite medical advice, as originally 
planned for the summer, to Lithuania to visit our friends. On the way via Kassel and Berlin, where we 
visited friends, we went across Poland to the castle of Reszel in Masuria. 



With friends in Berlin 

Castle Reszel

Three Country Triangle 
 
Up there, in the north-eastern corner of Poland, there is also the place where Russia (Kaliningrad), 
Poland and Lithuania butt together. A somewhat eerie place, in the middle of the countryside, video 
cameras in the Russian part, fences, leveled routes ... 



Here I hide in the Russian area from the photographer. 

Lithuania: Raudondvaris, Vilnius, Kaunas 



This year we had no apartment available but an old caravan in the yard. If the weather is warm it’s no 
problem, but at this time it often rained. So it was more of a wet and cool "fun". We escaped several 
times to our friend Ieva to Vilnius. 

We had only three weeks to stay. Nevertheless, we finally visited again for three days Kaunas, the 
former capital, and the environment there. We saw our friends Rasa again in Vilnius and Kaunas and 
met a friend we know from Facebook. 

 

Return to Germany 

Due to time constraints Ukraine was not on our plan this year. So we couldn’t visit our friends in 
Western Ukraine. That's why we went "only" through eastern Poland to the Czech Republic and 
visited the parents of a Couchsurfing friend in Dacice allowing us to use their forest cabin for the 
night. They spent a lovely evening with us and showed us their home: Bohemia is beautiful! 



Lithuania and Northeastern Poland 

This lime tree is over 800 years old. You could live in it ... 

Telc 



The next morning we took a guided tour of Telc, a real gem. Later through woods and fields and 
through a corner of Austria we drove to the west. 

Ultimately, we ended up with my brother in Munich and of course in a beer garden. From there to 
Hochdorf to pack our belongings, further south back to Naxos. 



The beach of Pesaro 

But first Reinard had his annual reunion in Hohenheim. The aftercare in Erlangen was at the 
beginning of October. For that we drove via Nuremberg to Munich again to my brother and then via 
Innsbruck to Merano and further on to Pesaro, where we spent again two days in the home of our 
friend, as the ferry "Ancona - Igoumenitsa" only went on Mondays. 

So we had plenty of time to look around in Pesaro. 

The crossing from Italy to Greece 

Said in advance: Never again such a long crossing, 36 hours and without a cab. It was horrible and 
we were very glad when we were reaching Igoumenitsa and could drive on our own wheels straight 
on to Aitoliko where we always spent one night in the hotel and visiting friends. 



The coastal road from Igoumenitsa to Aitoliko 

Cats everywhere and Evening over Itea 

Last Sprint: Piraeus 

In Piraeus you sit comfortably opposite the ferry 



Before we reached Piraeus we again visited Delfi and spent the night in our little hotel with that 
friendly and zealous host that is constantly trying to make us comfortable. The oracle again gave me 
answers to my questions. But they remain secret. 
 
The boat from Piraeus went in the early evening, so we reached Galanado home around midnight on 
Naxos. We have settled us here quickly. 

Home in Galanado 

On the store: All this was in the belly our Senfle! It is always amazing what fits into this car. From our 
two cats only one was present. The second was gone until today. 

Visiting Galanado 

Late October to mid-November my brother was for three weeks at Galanado. With him, we have 
once again explored the island and visiting friends and went for a walk and moved. 





Storm in the port of Moutsouna 
 



Christmas and New Year's 
The holiday season has already begun here with light decoration, pastries from all sides and 
homemade gingerbread. In the last few weeks before Christmas we had very different weather, so we 
could go twice for swimming in the sea. 

Now the weather fools us with the south wind with kind of summer and the north wind with a little 
bit of winter. First it got greener and greener from one rainy day to the other on the island and now 
already the yellow clover is blooming, the mandrake and crocuses too. The olive harvest is almost 

over. New oil we have already bought in the oil press. And it is time for Mandarines and Lemon 
harvest… 

Now we only are waiting for my brother's Christmas package and then it's done! We have issued a 
"blind invitation" in the local Internet. We are curious to see who will visit us on December 24 
evening… 



We wish you all 

blessed and peaceful Christmas holidays 

and a Happy and a hopefully 

healthy, enjoyable and peaceful 

Year 2015. 

 

Galanado, December 2014 

Lis and Reinard 

Postscript: It’s still not perfect but I hope you will enjoy. GOOGLE and Reinard helped me a lot. 
Whom or what I forgot: It was not intentional... 


